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Discovery glow drawing board

You are here: Home Discovery Kids - Drawing Light Board Neon Glow Features:Neon LED Glow Drawing Board creates endless possibilities with its 36 different colors and light effects combined, plus 4 neon pens included. Clean the drawing board clean to draw original artwork or trace your favorite images using the translucent surface. The Neon LED Glow Drawing Board is an easy travel companion and
showcases its day or night of illuminating art. This board takes 3 X 1.5V AA batteries. Description:Neon LED Glow Drawing Board creates endless possibilities with this combined 36 different colors and light effects, plus 4 neon pens included. Clean the drawing board clean to draw original artwork or trace your favorite images using the translucent surface. The Neon LED glow Drawing Board is an easy
travel companion and displays its lighting art day or night. Overview:Package dimensions: 32.5 x 4 x 21.5 cm Weight: 1.5KG Weight: 1.5KGRecommended Age: Suitable for 6 years and above Image not available for aColor: Product availability, styles, colors, brands, promotions and prices can vary between stores and online. Advance tickets are possible in special items of purchase, and amounts may be
otherwise limited. We reserve the right to our sole discretion to limit amounts to normal retail and online purchases. No rain controls are available. It is not responsible for typographical errors. Home Discovery Kids Neon LED Glow Drawing Board Age: 6 Years + Make Your Challenger to Picasso's Day even more amazing with the Discovery Kids Neon Glow Small Drawing Easel! This bright easel in the
dark will impress with its bright LED lights, colorful dry erase markers and dazzling lighting fashions! The washable glow markers come in four vivid neon shades that can be easily cleaned with a swipe of a damp cloth on the screen. (And when you're left without markers, any neon dry erase markers will). A built-in kickstand shows your artwork upright, so draw, erase and draw a little more to test the limits
of your imagination! Choose from 36 different LED light modes for drawing fun in the dark! You can even use the translucent drawing surface as a tracking board to transfer other artwork to the neon marker. NEON GLOW DRAWING BOARD: This drawing easel features a drawing surface for fun, translucent works of art! It can also be used as a tracking board for transferring paper art to neon marker!
SPECIAL FEATURES: Press the Action Light button to enjoy up to 36 different colors and light effects! It comes with 4 fluorescent markers and features a built-in kickstand and bay integrated bookmarks! DESTINATION DISCOVERY: Take reality to another level with our fun and educational toys! You can explore the universe and fly through space, tour the desert with animals, run from dinosaurs and
more! EXPLORE OUR TOYS: We have toys for boys and girls of all ages: board games and puzzles, cuddly toys, easels and art kits, science sets and STEM construction kits, remote control cars, boats, drones, robots and more! More! &amp;&; LEARN: At the intersection of STEM-based inspiration, curiosity and edutainment, our toys help awaken your child's imagination and creativity while promoting the
development of essential skills. Characteristic: ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILDREN'S CREATIVITY with discovery kids Neon Glow Drawing Easel! The tablet widescreen allows boys and girls to show off their work in a cool format bright in the dark that they will love. PUT ON THE GLARE with the built-in LED lights of the easel! Simply draw on the surface with any of the colorful neon ice brightness markers,
press the action light button and switch through the different illumination functions for an unforgettable presentation. SEE-THROUGH BOARD FOR LAYOUT: The drawing easel features a translucent/see-through drawing surface for fun, translucent works of art! It can also be used as a tracking table to transfer your paper art to neon marker! EASY TO CLEAN AND STORE: When your kids have finished
removing their hearts on the easel screen, simply erase everything using a damp cloth or paper towel! The lightweight, flat design also allows compact storage, while an integrated marker tray keeps the markers safely.3D magical drawing pillow size: 20x26cmThe pillow uses 3x1.5V AA Battery(NOT INCLUDE)Packing Content:1 xpad10xdrawing card2xbrush card2xbrush
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